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FROM MY ARMCHAIR 
My Rugby watching this season has mostly been from the comfort of my chair in 
front of the TV. It has not been a pretty sight. I don’t mean me, but the quality of 
play and refereeing I have witnessed. I must get out more and see the genuine 
game on the playing fields of Cambridgeshire clubs and University colleges. 
 

If ever evidence was needed to substantiate that Rugby Union has become two 
games, the latest internationals have provided plenty of it. England’s perform-
ances showed a lack of invention behind the scrum which came as no surprise 
because that is what happens in the Premiership week after week.  The pack 
wins possession and the backs kick it away.   
 

Solid defensive play is the priority for the coaches and it dominates the team’s 
psyche. The only attacking tactic employed is to carry the ball into contact. There 
it gets buried under a mass of bodies as players are allowed to go off their feet. 
Sometimes a penalty is awarded. That’s all teams seem to be playing for now. 
 

Where is the deft offload? Where is the short kick over the advancing defence 
line? Where is the sidestep? Where is the slickness of pass? Where has it all 
gone wrong?   And people pay to watch this. The younger spectators would be 
better off  getting their sporting pleasure from playing instead of watching. 
 

Possession of the ball is treasured more by the teams from the Southern hemi-
sphere than the North.  They are prepared to keep hold of it in their own 22 and 
work their way up the field. Kicking is really the last resort as they have the skill 
to run with the ball and provide support to the ball carrier. They offload or recycle 
quickly from the breakdown. The RWC in 2015 will surely be won by a country 
from below the equator. Maybe the Six Nations will throw up a contender. 
 

One thing both hemispheres do in common. Their scrum halves take advantage 
of referees who can’t be bothered to apply Law 20.6. Their players dive in at the 
breakdown or pull players out of the maul knowing that referees will ignore the 
offences. The ball carrier at the back of rolling mauls, which are becoming more 
popular, break off contact with the players in front of them and rejoin without   
Impunity. Two games, two sets of law application. And the IRB says its a 
“seamless” game.  I say the seams have come apart and the refereeing at the 
top “seems less” like the fair play according to the Laws that the Playing Charter 
claims for the sport. 
 

The TMO seems to be called upon more and more to “assist” the referee and the 
two assistants to make the correct call. The camera provides a fourth pair of 
eyes and now looks for forward passes, foul play and offside. It also shows the 
ball being put onto the scrum along a new line, not where the shoulders of the 
front rows meet but a line through the belly buttons of the front row of the side 
throwing in the ball.  I can’t wait to see this enshrined in Law. Will the lawmakers 
refer to the navel or the umbilicus?  
 

Rugby is to be played by people on their feet. If this principle is accepted fully 
perhaps it offers a solution to players being take out in the air. For safety’s sake 
prevention is better than cure. If jumping to catch the ball in open play was made 
an offence, then at the cost of removing an act of bravery we would save serious 
injury. This might be applied to lifting in the line out where the side not throwing 
in no longer perceives it as a fair contest and decides not to contest at all.  
 

These are not the grumblings of an “old fart”. My comments highlight issues 
which need the attention of the IRB which after the RWC in 2015 will discuss 
how to improve the game. Experimental variations may follow. Think on these 
views and let me know yours. I conclude by wishing you all a Very Merry Christ-
mas and a Prosperous New Year.                                                              Editor 
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 
 

TUESDAY, 9th DECEMBER 
 

Xmas Quiz with refreshments. 
at Shelford RUFC at 7.30 pm 

 
 

FRIDAY, APRIL 17th 2015 
 

Annual Ladies Night and Dinner  
 

at Christ’s College 

 

THOUGHTS FOR THE  
SEASON 

 

If you fail to prepare you are 
preparing to fail. 

 
Professional rugby is like  

nuclear warfare. There are no 
winners, only survivors.” 
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DEALING WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE 
 

When match officials are seen to have a pleasant style, ready to smile and remain calm, they create a positive en-
vironment. This has a soothing effect on coaches, players and spectators. 
 

On the other hand, if they indulge in finger pointing or arguments, it can send a signal that they are uncertain and  
persuadable. It can distort the message the officials ought to communicate - “We are confident and competent”. 
 

Effective communication is key to effective refereeing and is a two way street. It is best to keep the lines of commu-
nication open so that constructive and happy relationships with players, their coaches and supporters are more 
likely. Don’t clam up because the questioning is getting to you. Manage the exchanges and keep control.  
 

The November meeting considered this issue. The discussion centred generally around players, captains and how 
to deal with problems on the pitch. It highlighted the importance of comprehensive pre-match briefings to avoid 
problems before they start. 
 

These points emerged 
● In pre match briefings, you should advise captains that they have a responsibility to help you keep discipline 
● You must be consistent when making decisions to avoid complaints and disagreement. 
● Your attitude at the start of the game can set the tone of the game, so smile 
● Yellow card’s can be used for dissent. It is good practise to speak to a suspended player on their return to the   
    pitch for this or any other offence, and to reinforce the message “Now behave”. 
● Do not hurry to make decision in the heat of the moment.  Buy yourself time .........call the captain and the player     
   to you and give yourself a few seconds to decide on your course of action and what to say. 
● If a coach is too vocal and causing a problem, referees should again give themselves time before they speak to  
   the coach. One tactic was suggested...give the coach three options -  be quiet, leave the playing area or be the        
   reason for the match to be abandoned.  

 

Here are some further suggestions for how referees can communi-
cate with players, coaches and supporters at any level.  
 

 Realise that although you have the whistle, you are not   
          immune from a little criticism or questioning.  
 

 Don’t act tough. If a coach is giving you grief, don’t raise the  
           temperature just to show them who’s in charge. 
 

 Don’t shout. Be firm but in a relaxed voice. It reduces the  
           pressure. Shouting indicates loss of self-control. 
 

 Display confidence. But not cockiness. Your body language,  
          exuding confidence, will show you are in control. 
 

● Ignore the fans. They are partisan and many enjoy baiting the officials. However, if they interfere with the game  
   or your refereeing, deal with them. 
 

 ● Respond to reasonable questions in a reasonable manner. Treat players and coaches courteously.  Answer     
    their questions politely. If they ask to speak to you and it is not convenient, defer answering to a break in play.           
    If the questioning turns to criticism, be firm and call a halt to it.  
 

● Choose your words wisely. Avoid using threats. They raise the ante. If threats are necessary, the issue is serious  
   enough to penalize.  Prepare in advance what to say in circumstances you can envisage. Words expressed with  
   conviction carry more weight especially if they are also correct in law. 
    

● Stay cool. The referee’s job is to establish a calm environment on the pitch. Nervy or touchy officials are easily   
   spotted by players, coaches and those on the line or in the stands. This advice applies to before and during the   
   match.  
 

These suggestions underline the need for referees to prepare for each appointment, turn up in good time to get 
prematch duties completed well before kick off and represent the best that CUDRRS has to offer.  
 

After the match, effective communication must continue. Referees can gain valuable information which will improve 
their future performances if they converse with others involved in the match they have just done.  Remember the 
advice given above to avoid the post match situation becoming hostile with people who decide to remain difficult.  
 

BETTER TOGETHER   
 

CONTACT is compiled and edited by Michael Dimambro, Honorary Member of CUDRRS. 
Members (and other readers) are invited to contribute articles, comments and issues for discussion and share the 
ownership of this newsletter.  Some already do. More could. Please try. Thank you.  
 

Send your input by email to: michael.dimambro@ntlworld.com or telephone 01223 564459. 
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LAW CLARIFICATIONS 
 

The IRB issued three clarifications in October 2014. They can be viewed on both the Society and IRB websites. 
They are repeated here and on the next page as they are important and ought to be studied. 
 

Law 15.5 and Law 16.3 
The RFU requested clarification on two items of Law in the context of both the Sevens and Fifteens game: 
Tackled player shifting body position before release.  Ruck clear outs using “head rolls” or “body rolls” 
 

Clarification in Law by the Designated Members of the Rugby Committee 
For the avoidance of doubt there is only one set of Laws. The interpretations set out below stand for both the Sev-
ens and Fifteens game: 
In terms of the tackled player shifting body position before release, these Laws should be considered: 
Law 15.5 (a)  A tackled player must not lie on, over, or near the ball to prevent opponents from gaining possession 
of it, and must try to make the ball available immediately so that play can continue. 
Law 15.5 (e) If opposition players who are on their feet attempt to play the ball, the tackled player must release the 
ball. 
 

In terms of ruck clearouts using “head rolls” and “body rolls”, this is not specifically referenced in Law.  
However, Law 10.4 (e) regarding dangerous play and misconduct should be applied to both the tackle and clear 
out: “Dangerous tackling. A player must not tackle an opponent early, late or dangerously. A player must not tackle 
an opponent above the line of the shoulders even if the tackle starts below the line of the shoulders. A tackle 
around the neck or head is dangerous play. Sanction: Penalty kick” 
 

Therefore body rolls are permissible but head rolls should be penalised. 
 
Law 13 – Kick Off and Restarts 
 
The HKRFU requested a clarification relating to Law 13. Drop out must cross the line. 
Scenario 
 

Team A have a 22 m drop out. The ball does not cross the line and lands in the field of play before going into 
touch, some 8 m from the 22 m drop out took place.  
 

What advantage may apply? Can the non-offending team choose to have a lineout where the ball went into touch, 
the option of a scrum or a kick to be retaken?  
 
Clarification in Law by the Designated Members of the Rugby Committee 
Law 13.13 (a) applies. 
 

“If the ball does not cross the 22m line the opposing team has two choices: 
To have another drop out, or 
To have a scrum at the centre of the 22m line. They throw in the ball.” 
 

Advantage only applies if the opponents play the ball before it goes into touch. 

CLEAR UP THE CLEAR OUT  
The IRB has sought to protect the jackal by clarifying Law 15.  It has been a surprise to many in CUDRRS why 
referees allowed players to grab hold and twist to the ground opponents arriving on their feet at the breakdown at 
about to get possession of the ball.  It was called clearing out the “jackal” with a “crocodile” roll. The danger arose 
when the roll was executed by gripping the so called “jackal” around the upper body, sometimes by reaching over 
the shoulder and rolling him over to the side. This results in pressure being applied to player’s necks and puts their 
safety at risk.  The message must be “Headlocks are out” 
 

Rugby has its Lions, Springboks, Kiwis, Eagles, Pumas and mythical Dragons.  These latest zoological references 
make the breakdown seem like a jungle and it is because the contest for possession is fierce. It is up referees to 
avoid it becoming savage and arrive early before the undergrowth gets too thick. When it does, players may use 
their boots to clear the area and coaches figure out ways to test the referees and the interpretation of Laws. 
 

If the jackal employs the crocodile roll, or the saddle roll, on an opponent with whom he has formed a ruck, this is 
an offence against Law 16.3. The wrestling manoeuvre is surely not a legal way to effect a clear out of opponents 
reaching for the ball on the ground with a player lying near it. Counter rucking by driving them back is.  
 

When a saddle roll ends up with players wide of the tackle area, referees are inclined to overlook it as not material. 
The application of materiality to this offence has led to its increased use and acceptance for the benefit of the bay-
ing crowds paying money to watch these gladiatorial contests.  
 

I further submit that this action is subject to Law 10. 4 (f) if it occurs before a ruck is formed.  Whatever, the IRB 
seems to be sanctioning an illegal act provided no one gets hurt.  Is this the way we want the game to go?         
CONTACT is ready to publish your comments. You know where to send them.   



LAW CLARIFICATIONS (continued) 
 
Law 6 – Law Amendment Trial – HIA Protocol 
The RFU requested clarification relating to the operation of the HIA protocol which we set out below: 
 

1. Early notification of player not returning following HIA 
Under the TMO protocols, the temporary replacement for a player undergoing an HIA cannot kick for goal. If the 
player undergoing assessment does not return within ten minutes, the temporary replacement becomes permanent 
and the replacement is then permitted to kick for goal. If the fourth official is notified within ten minutes that the 
player has been assessed will not be returning, can the replacement then kick for goal before the ten minutes has 
elapsed? 
 

2. Temporary replacement sent off 
Our understanding is that, if the replacement player is sent off, then the player having an HIA assessment is not 
permitted to play any further part in the game i.e. he cannot act as a replacement for another player. 
 

If this is correct, then a red card issued to a player whilst he is acting as a temporary replacement potentially pre-
vents two members of that team from participating further in the game; this does not seem equitable and is con-
trary to what is permitted if a front row player is temporarily replaced and his replacement is sent off. Is our under-
standing correct?  
 

3. Player passes the HIA and does not return 
It is our understanding that a player who has previously been tactically replaced can act as a temporary replace-
ment for a player undergoing an HIA assessment. 
 

If a player fails an HIA it is clear from the protocol that the temporary replacement becomes permanent even in the 
circumstance where the temporary replacement had previously been tactically replaced. 
 
What is not clear it what happens if the player does not fail the HIA, does not present for return within ten minutes 
and the temporary replacement had previously been tactically replaced ie the temporary replacement was not eligi-
ble to return to the game other than as a replacement for a player undergoing an HIA or a player having bleeding 
controlled. 
 
What should happen if a player who has not failed an HIA does not present himself to return within the ten minutes 
specified; does the temporary replacement become permanent in all circumstances? This is not an issue if the tem-
porary replacement was an unused replacement, but becomes an issue if the temporary replacement had himself 
previously been tactically substituted. 
 
Clarification in Law by the Designated Members of the Rugby Committee 
1. If the fourth official is notified that a player who has undergone a HIA will not be returning, then the replacement 
can kick for goal before the ten minutes has elapsed. 
 

2. Understanding is incorrect. If a HIA temporary replacement is sent off then the player having an HIA assessment 
is permitted to take further part in the game (as long as he/ she passes the HIA) i.e. The HIA assessed player can 
act as a replacement for another player. If a player passes the HIA, he must return to play and the temporary re-
placement withdrawn. 
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CAPTION COMPETITION 
An email appeal produced 12 entries with varying references to TK’s choice of kit, his body stance and his age.  
Our veteran official would claim that he is reading the game and is an ideal position to referee the breakdown when 
Blue tackles the ball carrier. Some might say he has stiffened up as a result of bending to see the ball is put in 
straight at the scrum. The entries confirm our TK is regarded with respect and affection by his fellow members. 

 

These submissions were in the final selection for the prize. 
 

“I'll give you a five metre start and still catch you, my son. I'm still 
quick”.  
“Analysis by Cambridge University reveals that rugby referees 
were part of the evolution of man”. 
“Referee forgets that the haka finishes when game starts”. 
 

But the winner is  “Some say that his poise is second to none, or 
that his ability to blend in quietly and unnoticed is the stuff of 
myth and legend. All we know is ...that he’s called TK” .           .  
 

The prize goes to Andy Bolden with Steve Johnson as runner up  
for his Maori link.  Thank you all entrants. 
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FROM THE TOP 
 

CONTACT can reveal that a vote was taken at the last meeting of Management Group to decide the design of new 
blazer badges for the Society. 100 badges have been ordered and are expected to arrive in about 6 weeks time.  
 

Too late for Christmas but a new stock of polo shirts, to the same design as before, has arrived and will be avail-
able to any member who has not got one at the December meeting.  Free food and a shirt, can you fail to attend? 
 

Each member of the Management Group will have the same message on their stocking when they hand them up 
on Christmas Eve. “Please Santa, leave me the name of the member prepared to take on the job of Society Finan-
cial Manager”.  Could that name be yours, dear reader? 
  

The MG hopes were dashed when the only hope dropped out of the running because of work commitments.  
Maybe someone in a member’s family might like to take it on. Anyone know a good accountant?  

TOGETHER IN REMEMBRANCE 
Friendship in Rugby was demonstrated when Shelford III met Cantabs II on 17th November. The two teams stood 
side by side and observed a minutes silence in remembrance of a player who had been a member of both clubs. 
 

This tribute was paid to Alex Jeffrey who played his youth rugby at Shelford 
before joining Cantabs last season. Alex was run over by a car in Cam-
bridge. 
 

Mike Denman of Cantabs wrote on the club’s website “ He was the nicest, 
kindest person and we were devastated to hear that he had passed away 
on 8th November. Putting any rivalry aside for a moment, both teams stood 
alongside each other to observe a minutes silence to remember Alex and to 
reflect upon this sad loss”. 
 

Shelford is also mourning the death of Roger “Disco” Lewis, the third team 
skipper in the 1980-90’s. Those CUDRRS members refereeing in those 
years will recall this chatty Welsh scrum half. He played with a smile on his 
face, respected referees and enjoyed banter with the opposition.  
 

Roger is remembered on the Shelford website as  “an ex Royal Engineer 
who came to the club in the 70's and still played occasionally for the first team well into his mid 30's, a cunning and 
tenacious scrum half with a good pass and an outrageous dummy that he used too often. Roger just made you 
laugh, was always upbeat positive and loyal.  .He raised funds for the club raffling a trip to the Hong Kong sevens 
with Roger acting as tour guide to the lucky winner. A great bloke who will be sorely missed by so many.” 
  

Editor: I enjoyed his wit and shared his love for Rugby. He showed interest in becoming a referee but I could never 
recruit him and get him to take the training course. He preferred to keep playing. His smile and repartee would 
have made him an asset to refereeing local rugby as he would be a reminder that we play this game for fun. 

IN THE PINK 
In colour psychology, the meaning of the colour pink is unconditional love and nurturing. That makes it an appropri-
ate choice for CUDRRS referees to wear. Those of us who take up the whistle do so out of our love for Rugby.  
Unconditionally our members today volunteer to referee more than once a week to ensure the grass roots are nur-
tured. Their dedication to refereeing youth rugby is testimony to this and confirmed by an article on the next page. 
 

Pink is said to be “a non-threatening colour seeking appreciation, respect and admiration. It doesn't like to be taken 
for granted and just loves to hear the words — Thank you “.  Substitute “referee” for “colour” and that would de-
scribe the hopes of most referees. Here, in the pink,  we see Paul Tapley taking care of Ely and Peterborough Un-
der 16’s and David Howell keeping a watchful eye on Saffron Walden and Basildon.  



RECEIVED WITH THANKS 
 

This article has been copied from the Cambridge RFC website. It was written by the Chairman of the club’s Mini 
and Youth Section, Paul Barker. He says “While these are my views, formed from where I stand, I try to reflect the 
views and ethos of the Club in helping Mini and Youth Rugby at Cambridge move forwards”. 
 

CONTACT, prompted by David Howell, our SMAC at Grantchester Road, is pleased to reproduce his words and  
has no doubt that CUDRRS will continue to support the junior game at Cambridge and elsewhere if such fulsome 
praise is received. 
 

The official line. 
Last time, I reflected upon standards of behaviour and respect expected of players, coaches and parents at our 
Club. Implicit in these expectations is the respect we show to match officials. Today I want to highlight the vital role 
they play in rugby especially at M&Y level. This week a 1st team player was suspended by his East Anglian club 
for several games for making derogatory comments about some match officials on social media.  
 

The RFU quite rightly have a zero tolerance policy for such abuse of referees. Referees are an essential part of our 
game and one can argue that the rugby governing bodies have set the standard for all professional sports in sup-
porting their officials in every practicable way. The continual reassessment of laws and rules of the game are 
aimed at keeping play flowing, entertaining and safe, but the use of video, both in game and post game, means 
that at the highest level, referees really do have eyes in the back of their head. I can think of no other sport in which 
the standard of officiating has progressed to such high standards. 
 

It is exceptionally rare that one can have any complaint about a professional referee. At the same time, referees at 
lower levels, especially at M&Y level, have only their own view and experience to rely on, in what may look like a 
lonely and exposed role every match. 
 

Referees at all levels are continually assessed on their performance by official referee coaches, as well as infor-
mally by parents and supporters. They want to progress just like players. Just as players are humans who make 
mistakes, so are referees. To expect them to see everything is unrealistic for some reason we expect them to be 
perfect, while the players they are officiating for rarely get anywhere close. Having got to know a lot of referees in 
the area over a period of time, they love a good game of rugby as much as anyone and want to contribute in a 
positive way. I hold my hand up as someone who has got over excited about a referee in the past – never again. 
  
We are continually grateful to Cambridge District Referees’ Society, who organise officials for CRUFC M&Y, 
for the positive attitude and continual development of referees of all ages and genders and their commitment to the 
game at all ages in our area. Referees are part of rugby education for player and the very best at youth level will be 
talking and teaching players during the game. Indeed, at minis level, it generally falls upon coaches to step up to 
referee matches. This is perhaps one of the most difficult aspects of coaching minis for people to deal with. Re-
maining fair and allowing young players to develop and enjoy the game in a safe environment puts a lot of pressure 
coaches. 
 

We as a club must uphold the RFU principle of supporting referees, whatever we might think of their performance. 
If after watching a game, you think the ref did a good job (and you didn’t notice them) then let them know. If on the 
other hand you think you can referee a game better than the officials you have just watched, then step up. Not 
enough of us are taking advantage of refereeing courses. M&Y at Cambridge will support anyone, young or old, to 
take on official training in this vital skill. 
 

Refereeing at Mini Festivals is often a thankless task, with a hectic schedule and parents lining all the touchlines. 
One of the first big competitive Festivals in the region was held at Bury St Edmunds on Sunday 19th October, 
which by all accounts was a busy event. All mini age groups sent teams to compete there.  
 

The U11s also sent 3 teams to the Peterborough Festival. At BSE the U9s won the Plate final and the U10s 
(Photo) won their Cup, winning all 5 of their matches, beating Sudbury in the Final. The U11s also won their Cup at 
BSE, while at Peterborough they came away with the Development Cup. 
 

Editor’s comment : From it’s inception, mini rugby at Cambridge has received the generous support of CUDRRS 
members, especially the fathers of children playing there. Visiting teams at Festivals expressed surprise that 
matches in Cambridge were refereed by qualified society officials. Cambridge youth teams were not so blessed on 
most of their away trips. 
 

There have been when some parents on the touchline had to be “spoken to” by referees about what they said and 
how they said it. CUDRRS referees do not stand for abuse directed at them or the youngsters playing. The service 
given to youth rugby in the County is superb due to the efforts of members like John Hanlon and his cohort of dedi-
cated volunteers.   
  

CONTACT salutes them and the organisers of mini and youth rugby for nurturing the true spirit of rugby and build-
ing mutual respect between match officials, players and coaches. Long may it last! 
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MISCELLANY 
 

CUDRRS has been involved twice with Eastern European Rugby in the past month.  
 

Members of the Hungarian Rugby Union visited Cambridge University to discuss student rugby and the role of the 
Constituent Body.  Rugby was played in Hungary in 1875 by the staff of the British Embassy in Budapest. That city 
hosted the World University Games in 1935. However, the game did not take off with the Magyar until 1960 when a 
group of Italian diplomats set up a number of clubs. In 1990, the Hungarians played their first international match.  
 

Mike Dimambro was invited by CURFU to talk to the visitors about referee recruitment, the training and develop-
ment of match officials and the work of the RFU Laws Laboratory in Cambridge. He shared a platform with Richard 
Marelli, the University Referee Development Officer in this area, Austin Jessop, the University Treasurer, Ian Minto 
and John Naylor.  Richard said that the RFU was dropping ELRA and introducing another referee training scheme. 
 

The second encounter with a former Iron Curtain country by a CUDRRS member happened when Rowan Kitt was 
appointed as the Television Match Official for an international game. It was a match between Romania and Canada 
in Bucharest which turned out to be a dire affair, according to Rowan and the media.  A disappointment in some 
ways for Rowan but a reason to congratulate him as he continues to gain respect , recognition and status as a 
TMO.  

 

There’s good news about Craig Maxwell Keyes. Craig has recovered 
from the serious fracture of his leg he sustained in August.  
 

He had just been appointed by the RFU to the Professional Game 
Match Officials Team and was looking forward to a season referee-
ing in the top flight. 
 

Here is Craig in action in the Aviva A game between London Welsh 
and Wasps on 21st November 2014.  
 

This is from a Youtube clip showing the Josh Bassett try for Wasps 
after he intercepted a Welsh pass and ran 80m to score. Craig is fit 
enough to reach the try line to witness the touch down as it’s made. 
 
CONTACT wishes Craig a very progressive New Year. 

 
The annual Steele Bodger match at Grange Road attracts top people in the Rugby world and provides opportuni-
ties for CUDRRS to raise issues at high levels.  Such an opportunity arose this year when the seat allocation for 
the match placed RFU President Jonathan Dance next to your editor.  The conversation turned to the laws and 
what changes might be considered by the IRB after the Rugby World Cup. The President was unaware whether 
the RFU would be putting forward any proposals or simply reacting to Southern Hemisphere suggestions.  
Mr Dance promised to raise the issue at Twickenham and let your editor know what if anything was happening. 
 

At lunch, your editor was seated with the secretary of Eastern Counties Schools Union, Richard Duckett. Richard 
expressed concern that many school matches were not refereed by independent officials. He was impressed when 
informed about CUDRRS splendid record of providing referees to schools matches. 
 

The RFU insist on controlling referee training and qualifications based on its claim that this is what insurance cover 
demands. Many teachers without a referee qualification are refereeing matches now. The available RFU courses 
are more than they want or need.  Some are prepared to referee midweek in other schools but need some form of 
training or tips on how to be better referees. They do not  want to do weekend appointments in a society.  
 

The chat turned to how this need might be met.  Local societies like CUDRRS have the experience and expertise to 
run training sessions with an appropriate classroom syllabus or on field practices to help teachers.  
 

School insurance already covers teachers in sports sessions. Society assistance to help teachers improve their 
refereeing standards and better safeguard the players is surely a good idea. Better refereeing would produce better 
rugby and a higher level of enjoyment. It might even provide more referees for the games midweek in the short and 
longer term. 
 

There is also concern about the shortage of referees for University Colleges rugby in the future. The average age 
of the excellent current crop of officials increases term by term. More young people are needed to referee in local 
rugby. Maybe CUDRRS should offer courses of training that would be attractive to those people interested in refe-
reeing safely and well but have limited availability and ambition and find formal training too demanding. 
 

Blue - Sky thinking links the desire of teachers to become better referees and the need to have more student refe-
rees for their matches. These could be satisfied as a matter of “course”. Any ideas or comments?  

  
 
PS:  Does any one know how long Gordon Wallace has been a member of CUDRRS? 



SEASON OF GOODWILL 
This issue of CONTACT would not be complete without a 
fuller reference to the imminent celebration of the season of 
goodwill towards all. It comes to CUDRRS members near and 
far, past and present and anyone who reads this newsletter 
with the warmest of Christmas and New Year greetings.  
 

May all our readers, especially those with young children and 
those whose first Christmas this is, enjoy the festival days 
ahead and spend 2015 in peace and harmony. Let the Nativ-
ity message resound in your hearts and homes.  
 

It is said that a picture paints a thousand words. The three 
below typify the friendship, respect and support that flourishes 
within CUDRRS and the local Rugby community.   
 

Ngā mihi o te Kirihimete me TeTau Hou. 
 
Jon Evans has made “partnership” a theme of his presidency. 
He has called upon society and club volunteers to work more 
closely together for Better Rugby. Jon asked for, and has 
worked for, cooperation and honest open discussion between 
those participating in our game. “Teamwork, Enjoyment, Re-
spect, Discipline and Sportsmanship are important values we 
must strive to retain” he said.  
  

At Shelford, handshakes all round demonstrated appreciation 
for his efforts that produced a game that was enjoyed in a 
safe, fair and fun environment.  “Thanks' Ref” is what all offi-
cials love to hear as they leave the pitch. 
 

His wishes for 2015 include a successful recruitment cam-
paign so that the Society has sufficient referees to meet a 
possible surge in player participation after the Rugby World 
Cup (provided England do well.)  And of course he sends his 
own Seasonal Greetings to one and all. 
 
Here we see John Hanlon being gently placed in position by 
an Ely Development player to witness and confirm a Saffron 
Walden score. No need to refer to the TMO when players are 
so honest. That shows respect for match officials by Commu-
nity Rugby teams in Cambridgeshire.  
 
Score: Saffron Walden  III 28 points — Ely Development 38 
points. 
 
 
 
 
Peter Biernis gives the thumbs up to Claire Hodnett, to con-
firm Cambridge University have scored against Durham Uni-
versity in a fixture that was brought forward at short notice. 
 

Last minute calls by Stuart Graveston for volunteers to touch 
judge for the RFU referee were answered, showing support 
for CUDRRS officers and University Rugby. 
 

Peter also referees for our Central Federation partner, East 
Midlands, with whom we enjoy fellowship and mutual support. 
 

♫ Joy to the Rugby World ♫ 
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